Verify all dimensions before committing to any cuts.

3 ½" plate - ⅛" x ⅞" x 3⅜".
5. Stretcher blank dimensions (2 required): 1½" x 2¾" x 24" (24" length can be adjusted to fit the width of your 4 Am blank dimensions (2 required): traditional.

3. I use strip tenons to join the frame, but more complex joinery is also possible

2. This pattern is designed to work with the hardware from Blackburn Tools. Ash is excellent, as is Hickory, cherry, soft maple or poplar.

1. Specified is not critical, but slight light woods with straight grain are preferred.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES & CUT LIST

Joining paper

Stitch line for

Mortise for stretcher

Handles rounded over for comfort